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MEET THE NEW ADDITIONS TO FOM BOARD
President: Michael J. Boranian, Esq.
While Mike is not new to our Friends of Mercy board, he is our newly named President! Mike is a 23
year resident of Rockville Centre and has been active in the Friends of Mercy for the past ten years.
He has served as the FOM Golf chairman for the last seven years, played a vital role on the Strategic
Planning Committee, participated on many event committees and currently has served on the FOM
board for the past seven years. The Friends are excited to have Mike in this new position!

Vice President: Terence J. (TJ) Murray
TJ, born at Mercy Hospital, a lifelong resident of Rockville Centre and a member of the Mercy Ball
Honor Guard. Although TJ joined the FOM in 2009, he has been attending FOM events well before that
as he attended events with his father and grandfather, Mayor Fran Murray and the late Mayor Eugene
Murray. TJ has been very active in the Village of Rockville Centre, participating on committees for
Margaritaville, Mayors Cup and the RVC St. Patrick’s Day Parade. TJ is the owner of FX the Source, an
office cleaning company, and looks forward to expanding his participation in our organization.

Advisor for Membership: John J. Joyce, Jr.
John has been a Rockville Centre resident since the 2nd grade and joined the FOM in 2015. John was
introduced to the Friends of Mercy while in high school when he participated in the Mercy Ball Honor
Guard, and then a couple years later when he started attending our St. Patrick’s Dinner with his father,
John Joyce, Sr., on a yearly basis. An Irishman at heart, John has co-chaired the St. Patrick’s Dinner and
served on many FOM event committees. John joins the FOM board to help gain new members to our
membership. The Friends are lucky to have John share his time and talent with us.
The Friends wish Mike the best of luck in his new role and are also thrilled to see a new generation of
board leadership emerging and expect great things from our two new young leaders.

MESSAGE FROM MICHAEL J. BORANIAN, ESQ.
President, Friends of Mercy
Embarking upon a new year, I
am honored to serve as
President of the Friends. As the
newsletter you are reading
makes clear, the FOM is
dedicated to helping Mercy
Hospital meet its mission in
serving the surrounding
communities. And, we have a
good time doing so! While the

last few years have been
difficult for us all, it is my hope
that in the coming year the
Friends will be able to again
hold some of our most cherished
and fun events while we also
help Mercy meet the needs of
the population it serves. We are
always looking for new friends
to join us at our events and to

help us with our community
outreach and interaction with
Mercy’s caregivers. Our group
really does good work. Please
consider joining us! Our
contact information is
516-705-2618 or email at
Gloria.DiSciullo@chsli.org.

FRIENDS ANNUAL MEETING
GOES VIRTUAL FOR A 2ND YEAR

PROCEEDS FOR 2022
At this year’s Annual Meeting the
membership voted to have the FOM
proceeds generated from events go to
the following projects:

With cases of the Covid-19 Omicron variant
surging on Long Island, the Friends of Mercy
chose to move their Annual Meeting to a
virtual platform for the 2nd year in a row.
Our meeting took place on January 10th
joined by a fair amount of attendees. While
we didn’t have the usual guest list that
attends our in-person gathering at Frank’s
Steaks, we did display the same enthusiasm.
The agenda covered a review of 2021 and
plans for 2022. Highlights captured below
are explained in detail throughout this
newsletter.


Summer Bash, Golf Outing & Mercy Ball
were a success despite Covid



Vote/Approve the 2022 FOM Slate of
Officers



Treasurer’s Report for 2021



FOM Strategic Planning events,
including our final donation of $100K
from the FOM Covid Fund



Friends of Mercy check to Mercy
Hospital for $150K from 2021 proceeds



Vote on 2022 Proceeds Allocation



2022 Events: St. Patrick’s Dinner, Luau,
Golf Outing & Mercy Ball



$100K to Mercy Hospital’s
forthcoming Pre-Surgical Testing
Center scheduled to open first
quarter of 2023. The Pre-Surgical
Center will be located on the second
floor of the forthcoming Family Care
Center. Building the PST Center
outside the hospital will allow
patients to not have to enter the
hospital as they complete their
pre-surgical preparation. This new
site promises to improve patient
satisfaction while offering this much
needed service to the community in
a more convenient setting.



$100K to the future Pain
Management Center of Excellence
expected to open in the 4th Qtr. of
2022. Mercy Hospital, in partnership
with The Pain Institute of Long
Island, has made a commitment to
expand its pain management
services with the development of a
5,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art
center on Mercy’s campus. The Pain
Management Center of Excellence
will be located on the lower level of
the Miracle Building and will boast
highly advanced equipment, multiple
treatment options to give patients
safe and effective pain management
(without the need of opioids) and an
interdisciplinary team of physicians
and medical professionals to assist
with the management of acute and
chronic pain.

We Make a
Living By
What We Get,
But
We Make a
Life By What
We Give.
-Winston
Churchill

CHARITY SPOTLIGHT
The Friends of Mercy were selected by Ocean Financial Federal Credit
Union to be highlighted in their “Charity Spotlight” for the third quarter in
2021. Ocean Financial works with several charitable organizations on
Long Island. In 2021, they launched a "Charity Spotlight" which allowed
them to highlight the work of one of their partner charities each quarter
for the community at large to learn more about them.
To view their Charity Spotlight page, visit:
https://www.oceanfinancial.org/charity-spotlight/.
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NEW MEMBER COCKTAIL PARTY
On October 28th the Friends gathered for Thursday night football to host a new member cocktail party at Monaghan’s in
Rockville Centre. Current membership invited friends that they felt would be an asset to our thriving organization. We are
excited to share that we gained nine enthusiastic individuals to our growing membership. Please welcome the following new
members:
Dave Blyth
Jack Clark
Ihab Ibrahim

Joseph Libertelli
Tim Lindsay
Stephen Monty

John Morahan
Greg Smith
Omar Wain, DO

OUR MONEY HARD AT WORK
This past year the Friends of Mercy
were fortunate to help support many
worthwhile projects happening at
Mercy Hospital. These project
include:
 NICVIEW - this technology is a
patient satisfier that allows
parents, grandparents, and
family members to virtually
“visit” their baby throughout the
day.


Pediatric Plate- radiologic
equipment that increases quality
and creates comfort for our
babies. Having this small plate
allows minimal disruption and
direct patient contact to the
plate which is key, as it fits under

the bassinet. Source to image
distance in radiology increases
image sharpness, contrast and
lessens radiation exposure. A
welcome modification for both
practitioners and parents, while
preventing disruption to our
tiniest patients.


$150,000 to help offset the
expenses in the forthcoming Pain
Management Center of
Excellence.



$25,000 to Pastoral Care to
support the building of a chapel
in the St. Joseph Villa’s.



Remaining $100,000 from the
FOM Covid Fund to help offset

the expenses incurred by Covid.
Currently, a Covid bathroom is in
the process of being built in the
Emergency Department.


$65,000 to support a much
needed Inpatient Behavioral
Services Department
renovation.

Pediatric Plate

NICVIEW

Before & After Photos of Behavioral Services Renovation
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2021- A YEAR IN REVIEW
FOM COMMUNITY EFFORTS
Covid-19 has affected us all – including our children, our communities and beyond. As necessary and needed, a lot of the focus
has been on physical health, however many of us have experienced challenges to our mental and emotional health. With this in
mind, the FOM were able to come up with several ways to help our community in 2021.
Monthly Health Presentations:
In the first quarter of 2021, the
FOM had monthly health
presentations via Zoom. Our first
presentation was from the
Director of Surgery at Mercy
Hospital, Daniel Haller, MD on
Covid-19. Dr. Haller shared his
experience with Covid from the
first wave of the pandemic
through the eyes of a front line
worker, why Covid is different
from other viruses, and the
vaccine. Dr. Haller presented
valuable information that gave us

a better understanding of this virus
that keeps infringing upon our
lives.
Our second presentation was from
the renowned Richard Shlofmitz,
MD, Chairman of Cardiology for
Catholic Health. Dr. Shlofmitz
introduced the opening of the St.
Francis Heart Center at Mercy
Hospital in addition to recognizing
the warning signs of cardiac
disease. Dr. Shlofmitz shed light on
some life-saving and critical key
points.

Our third presentation was lectured
by Rajesh Kakani, MD, Section Chief
ENT, Mercy Hospital. Dr. Kakani
discussed Sleep Apnea and
solutions to minimize the risk. His
presentation answered questions
such as: Do you snore, gasp for air
or choke while sleeping, or feel
tired when waking up? Our
members walked away educated
on these important health issues.

Mental Health Symposium:
In April of 2021, the FOM offered the community a
health presentation titled: Covid-19: The Hidden
Impact on Mental Health, Substance Use & Addiction.
The symposium was a great success, with over 75
registrants and active audience participation. Six guest
speakers discussed topics such as Covid-19 impact on
Mental Health, Suicide Awareness, Drug Treatment,
Anxiety & Drug Use. The presentation concluded with a
Narcan training session. We believe it was a most
informative and helpful meeting for those participants
and with whomever they shared this valuable
information.
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2021- A YEAR IN REVIEW
Recycle Your Bicycle:
In the 2nd quarter of 2021, the
Friends of Mercy tried something
new. We had our first donate a
bicycle campaign! We collected
and gave away close to 100
bicycles, complete with new
helmets we procured. Bikes were
examined, repaired, and given a
gold stamp of approval by
volunteer bike professionals
brought in from Newport, Rhode
Island, including FOM members
that volunteered for the day. The
community was thrilled as they
joined the event to obtain bicycles

Above: NYPD teaching how to
ride a bike

for children and adults. In
addition, the Nassau County
Police Department had several
police officers teach bicycle
safety to the children; and they
were such enthusiastic
participants! One officer in
particular spent a great deal of
time teaching a young girl how to
ride a bike without training
wheels. Recipients of the bikes
were from neighboring areas
including:








Center
Mercy Hospital employees
Local schools
Local Food pantries
St. Martha Food Pantry in
Uniondale
Hispanic Brotherhood

It was a great day and the Friends
are quite proud of the success of
this program. The smiles on the
faces of the children made it all
worthwhile!

Mercy Hospital Family Care

Above: Kevin Coghlan repairing
a bicycle
Below: Brian Croutier &
John Farrell

From left:
Jeff Mulhall, Marc DiSciullo, John Joyce,
Brian Joesten & Mike Rabus

From left:
Mike Rabus, Brian Croutier, Gloria DiSciullo,
Jeff Mulhall, Supervisor Clavin, John Farrell &
Ric Starry
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2021- A YEAR IN REVIEW
Giving Garden & Adopt a Family
As the pandemic continues to have a dramatic impact on the communities around us, the Friends of Mercy are proud to have
been able to help care for those in need this past summer, Thanksgiving and Christmas. During the summer, the FOM Giving
Garden supplied a weekly produce delivery to local food pantries. At Thanksgiving, the FOM made monetary donations to help
purchase Thanksgiving dinners for families in need. At Christmastime, we adopted a young family with 4 small children, including
triplets, and bought them much needed items for under the Christmas tree.
Our donations throughout the year, helped hundreds of neighbors who faced daily struggles to put food on their tables when
they needed it most. The below organizations/food pantries were all worthy recipients of our efforts.
Hispanic Brotherhood
MLK

St. Agnes Food Pantry
Vineyard Church

Additionally, the nuns on Mercy’s campus (Nursing Sisters of the Sick Poor) received weekly deliveries from the FOM Giving
Garden.

Top Left: Brian Croutier presenting check to MLK
Community Center in RVC
Above: Mike Boranian & Brian Croutier presenting check
to Vineyard Church in RVC.
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2021- A YEAR IN REVIEW
SUMMER BASH
Due to the cancelation of the St. Patrick’s Dinner and Luau from Covid concerns, the FOM didn’t have an event for almost
11 months. So, as the health in the area improved last summer, we decided to have a Summer Bash at Wheatley Hills Golf
Club. Despite the weather, it was a great success as the Friends gathered with the Mercy medical and staff members, as
well as community supporters including Nassau County Executive Laura Curran. A talented East End band The Realm,
provided music and Wheatley Hills hosted a wonderful evening with great food and libations. Our event gave the FOM a
chance to thank our supporters who helped us so generously since our last live event. Thanks to all who made this one
time ad hoc party an enthusiastic success.

GOLF OUTING
On September 30th the FOM
celebrated their 40th Annual
Golf Classic at Rockaway
Hunting Club. We loved
seeing all of our usual
committed golfers and were
excited to greet new ones!
The day was picture perfect
as golfers teed it up in a
morning or afternoon
shotgun. The event had such
a large turnout, we opened a
second course for overflow
golfers to play at the beautiful
Seawane Club.

We honored some amazing
individuals and expressed our
sincere gratitude for their
tremendous support during
Covid. Our honorees were
Michael & Nicole Graziano,
RVC Neighbors; Dr. James
Lentini & Edward Thompson
from Molloy College; and
James D’Addario from
D’Addario & Company.
It was a tremendous day out
on the course and the post
golf cocktails were just as

spectacular! A beautiful bride
who was set to get married a
few days after our outing
graciously allowed us the use
of her wedding tent as a
charitable gesture to begin
her marriage. The evening
weather was perfect as our
guests enjoyed dinner under
the stars. Adding more fun
and success to our event, we
were privileged to have Adam
Schefter, Senior NFL Insider
from ESPN as our dinner
guest speaker. We are

grateful to Adam for his
generosity. It was a
remarkable night!
Thank you to our donors,
guests and volunteers for
making this event so
successful. It was a beautiful
day of golf and we can’t wait
to do it all again in the fall!
Save the Date: Thursday,
September 22, 2022 at
Rockaway Hunting Club.

Golfers enjoying the day

Adam Schefter addressing the room
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MERCY BALL
The official kick off to the holiday season began with our Mercy Ball which was held on Saturday, December 3 rd at the festive
Crest Hollow Country Club. All health protocols were strictly adhered to as we gathered to honor Perry Stein, MD, our beloved
Andrew Healey and ToniAnne Petro, RN.
The Friends were thrilled to have the opportunity to come together again after having a virtual ball in 2020. It was
heart-warming to see tradition continue as we watched Bishop Henning bless the Honor Guard couples. Christmas came early
for three lucky Honor Guard nominees! The FOM offered a raffle that included (2) $250 Visa gift cards and an Apple Watch to
the Honor Guard nominees to win.
It was extraordinary to see everyone enjoy a beautiful night dancing and having a good time to the music of Current Affair.

Left: Honor Guard Katie Joesten & date
Above: Honoree Dr. Perry Stein & family

From left: Jeff Mulhall welcoming new
FOM pinned members: John Morahan,
Steve Monty & Ihab Ibrahim

Honor Guard Class of 2021 Procession

From left: Dr. Marc & Gloria DiSciullo &
Lisa & Mike Boranian

Bishop Henning with member
Dr. Xenophon & Androula Xenophontos

FRIENDS CORNER
If you have any highlights in your life that
you would like to share with the
Friends of Mercy, please send an email to
Gloria.DiSciullo@chsli.org.
Highlight will be posted in the next
newsletter.
From left: Members Jeff Mulhall, Marc DiSciullo,
Mike Boranian, & Dr. Thierry Duchatellier
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FRIENDS BANNER

FAREWELL MESSAGE FROM JEFF MULHALL
Past-President, Friends of Mercy

Soon you will be able to see the
Friends of Mercy banner prominently
displayed in Rockville Centre. The
Friends supported a new Rockville
Centre initiative to beautify the
business districts. Pricing included a
double-sided banner and two years
display on a Village light pole. All
proceeds from the banners will go
towards beautification projects in the
Village.
With Covid and weather conditions,
our banner has not been hung yet,
but is in the hands of the electric
company and is expected to go up
soon. Once a location for the banner
is determined, we will let everyone
know precisely where it is. The
Friends of Mercy are proud to be a
part of beautifying our community!

FOM WEBSITE
This past July, the Friends of Mercy launched their very
own website, www.FriendsofMercyHospital.com.
Website is easy to navigate and categorized by history,
events, current & past projects, and more. Guests are
able to register for FOM events, purchase raffle tickets,
and make a donation. If you haven’t had a chance to
visit our new site, please take a look you might see
yourself in some of the photos!

Dear Friends:
Thank you all very much for the tremendous support
you have provided to the Friends of Mercy over my
term as President. It has been an incredible journey
and I cannot thank you all enough for this special,
rewarding chapter. The FOM are a wonderful and
selfless organization which brings so much good to the
Mercy community. For me to see it from this
perspective - and in this time period - was indeed
special.
The first year was business as usual, but year two 2020 – was indeed an eye opener. Three days before a
sold-out St. Patrick’s Dinner, honoring NY Islanders
owner Jon Ledecky, we had to postpone this dinner
and two years later, due to Covid, we are still looking
to bring this exciting event to fruition this spring.
Since then, our mission has been challenged but we
have overcome these obstacles by the incredible
support of the Mercy Hospital staff, the Friends, our
vendors and surrounding communities. The
generosity demonstrated by all has been most
humbling. The Friends were able to offer significant
support of PPE, supplies, housing, food and other
items for Mercy Hospital staff in their challenging
battle against this unprecedented health crisis. Their
bravery in the face of this unknown pandemic was
inspiring- and will not be forgotten.
A special thank you to Gloria for making all these
wonderful things happen; without her, I would not
have made it past year one. Also, a big thanks to Mike
Boranian who selflessly deferred his presidency for
one year so that I could have a normal year; or at least
a more normal year.  In addition, Mike was a
constant partner in setting our direction the last three
years and I am grateful for his counsel and friendship.
I would like to thank our two leaders in faith and
spiritual guidance: Msgr. Caldwell and Rabbi Schwartz;
their counsel and partnership is truly special. We are
indeed blessed. And finally an extra special thank you
to Andy Healey for all he did for the Friends; and for
keeping me in line. He will be greatly missed!
God Bless the Mercy community, I look forward to
seeing you all soon.

Members L to R: Mayor Fran Murray, Steve McLoughlin,
Brian Croutier, Chris Kearns, the late Andy Healey, John Joyce, Sr.
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MESSAGE FROM PETER SCAMINACI
President, Mercy Hospital
Happy New Year!
It is hard to believe that 2022 is

here. As we face continued
pandemic challenges, our staff
continues to demonstrate their
ability to handle the changes
constantly evolving. It is the
extraordinary spirit embodied in
these individuals that brings hope
to the communities we serve and it
is my privilege to be working alongside these healthcare heroes every
day. And, while the pandemic isn’t
over, our dedicated staff is focused
on doing what is necessary to
seeing it through.

I am hopeful for a return to our
“new normal” and excited about
the future of Mercy Hospital. Some
of the exciting projects and
initiatives taking place at Mercy
include:




Da Vinci Robot: In October
2021, the Da Vinci state-of-theart, robotic-assisted, minimally
invasive surgical system was
installed at Mercy. This stateof-the-art technology allows
surgeons to perform complex
minimally invasive surgical
procedures with precision and
accuracy and enables Mercy
Hospital to expand women’s
health surgeries (gynecologic
and gynecology oncology) and
bariatric surgery
opportunities.
Family Care Center: The
groundbreaking took place in
November 2021; construction
will begin in early spring, after
the last frost. The 16,000square-foot medical office
building will offer an expanded
array of women’s and
children’s services that are

currently provided. Anticipated
completion is 1st Quarter 2023.
Bariatric CT Scan: Mercy Hospital
has top market share in bariatric
surgery in both Nassau and
Queens County, with over 1,000
annual surgeries. Mercy Hospital
is upgrading its current imaging
capabilities by upgrading the 2006
CT Scan to a state-of-the-art
Bariatric CT Scan that will enable
us to scan up to a 675-lb. patient.
The CT scan’s enhanced features,
such as artificial intelligence, will
help ensure sharper images and
better outcomes.
Pain Management: We continue
to have tremendous growth in
Pain Management. We ended the
year with a total of 2756 pain
cases performed in the Pain
Management Unit, up from 2224
in 2020 and up from 1183 in
2019. We are looking forward to
constructing the New Pain
Management Center in the
Miracle Building this 2022.

I am excited about the future of
Mercy Hospital and all that we will
continue to achieve as we move
forward together.
Lastly, I would be remiss if I did not
mention the passing of our
beloved Andrew “Andy”
Healey. Please keep his family in
your prayers; may God comfort and
strengthen them during this difficult
time. He will be sorely missed!
Please accept my sincere wishes for
your good health, happiness and
your continued support of Mercy
Hospital.
Best wishes for a happy, healthy and
safe 2022!

For up-to-date information & events at Mercy,
please visit: https://mercymedicalcenter.chsli.org

IN REMEMBRANCE
The Friends would like to express our sympathies in the passing of member
Dr. Joseph R. Cali.
Dr. Cali was a dedicated physician at Mercy Hospital since 1968 and was the
Director of Surgery. He was loved by Mercy’s staff and trained a generation of
young physicians. He was a recipient of the Theodore Roosevelt award from the
Friends of Mercy in 1990. May God rest his soul.
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TRIBUTE TO ANDREW E. HEALEY
As you all know, we lost our dear friend and member Andy Healey in January after a valiant battle with cancer. Andy has
been a force within the Friends of Mercy beginning with his first Mercy Ball as an Honor Guard in 1972. He continued serving
for the last 45 years in many roles within the Friends of Mercy- President & VP of the FOM, Chairman of every FOM event, as
well as a member on almost every FOM event committee, and for the last 9 years served as Advisor to the FOM Board. He
proudly received the prestigious Theodore Roosevelt award in 2015. Andy loved every FOM event, but his favorite was the
Luau. He could be found wearing his most treasured garb– an Hawaiian shirt. Andy was truly dedicated to the success of the
FOM and holds a very special place in our hearts for his altruism and his quest for always doing the right thing by the Friends
of Mercy. It is an understatement to say he will be missed. We will uphold his legacy. Rest in Peace Andy!
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

2022 FOM EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT
Michael J. Boranian, Esq.
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Xenophon Xenophontos, MD
VICE PRESIDENT
Terence J. Murray
SECRETARY
Stephen McLoughlin
TREASURER
John J. Joyce
IMMEDIATE PAST-PRESIDENT
Jeffrey B. Mulhall
CO- CHAPLAINS
Rev. Msgr. Francis J. Caldwell
Rabbi Barry Dov Schwartz
ADVISOR FOR FINANCE
Thomas Alexanderson
ADVISOR FOR LEGAL COUNSEL
Kevin Mulry, Esq.
ADVISOR FOR MEMBERSHIP
Brian Joesten
John Joyce, Jr.

2022 EVENTS
Gentlemen’s Dinner
TBD: May 2022
LUAU
The Ocean Club
June 23, 2022
Golf Outing
Rockaway Hunting Club
September 22, 2022
Mercy Ball
Crest Hollow Country Club
December 3, 2022

ADVISOR FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING
Brian J. Croutier
MMC EXECUTIVE BOARD LIAISON
Marc DiSciullo, MD

Questions regarding the Friends of Mercy, please contact Gloria DiSciullo, Director of Special Events,
516-705-2618 or Gloria.DiSciullo@chsli.org.

